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Notes: 

Although this release and future releases may contain work related to 

FHIR Transfer of Care, this functionality is not yet currently available. 

 

    

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

API     

JIRA ID SF/Ideas 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Console     

JIRA ID SF/Ideas 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

DCMC-36 DICP-|-
132 

Story Allow the capability to 
search for Document IDs 

The filters provided on the documents list 
only provided document GUID as the 
document identifier however many users 
use the document IDs provided on the 
document list itself. A change has been 
made which allows users the ability to 
search for document ID as well as 
document GUID. 

DCMC-65 N/A Bug User Creation – Email field 
cleared when username 
field fails validation 

When creating a new user, if the username 
field failed validation for any reason then 
the email address field would be cleared 
forcing the user to re-type the user details. 
This no longer occurs, and user creation 
now works as expected. 

DCMC-24 N/A Bug Change console to allow all 
file types included in 
conversion 

A change has been made to allow certain 
file types that already exist in the 
conversion settings in Connect. This is to 
maintain consistency with the API. New file 
types accepted by the Connect console 
include: 

- JPG 
- JPEG 
- PNG 
- XPS 

DCMC-71 N/A Bug Sending User: Capture 
Document page UI/UX 
issues 

A few minor UI alignment issues were 
identified in the filling details section when 
capturing a document. These have all 
been amended and there should not be 
any further alignment issues within the 
filing details section. 



DCMC-72 N/A Bug Document List: Clicking text 
in row should go to 
document details 

When clicking on text in a row in the 
document list, the console should take the 
user to the document details page for the 
document selected. This was not the case 
and instead failed to re-route the user to 
the appropriate page. This have no been 
fixed and when clicking on text in a row, 
the document details will now be presented 
as expected. 

 

Infrastructure     

JIRA ID SF/Ideas 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

DCMC-87 N/A Task Automation Testing Task created to allow time for automation 
testing. 

DCMC-88 N/A Task Automation Scripting Task created to allow time for automation 
scripting. 

 


